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Executive summary
Democracy threats stemming from the digital environment are closely linked with politics
and political information. Recent events, such as the Russia gate and the Cambridge
Analytica files highlighted the potential of on-line platforms as a tool allowing
interference in national democratic processes when little or no regulation is present.
The European Code of Practice on disinformation addresses this issue and promotes a
greater transparency on digital platforms’ through a set of self-regulatory guidelines. The
signatories of this document have been implementing different measures to improve the
transparency of their platforms.
This research analysed the transparency tools and policies put in place by Facebook,
Google and Twitter in order to ensure greater transparency in digital political advertising
during the 2019 EU elections. The analysis focused on tools and policies available in the
Italian context.
What this analysis brought to light, in line with other studies conducted on the
implementation of the EU Code of Practice, is that the existing transparency tools
represent a starting point but fail to ensure a proper level of transparency due to
different pitfalls.
The main limits of these tools are: the absence or inaccuracy of information provided,
especially related to microtargeting activity; the absence or lack of high granularity
data made available to researchers; the inconsistency of variables and tools available on
the different platforms. Therefore, digital platforms should improve the availability and
the quality of information related to advertising activity, grant access to micro data and
lessen the differences among transparency tools and variables in order to allow
comparative researches.
Concerning the policies related to political content, these three platforms foresee
policies regulating access to digital political advertising services, such as advertiser’s
authentication procedures and ads labelling mechanisms. The analysis resulted in a
scattered picture, since information and tools made available by the platforms are not
complete and comprehensive. In addition, tech companies were little involved in the
interviews due to their unavailability, except for Google.
The research underlines the regulatory mismatch existing in the Italian context between
off-line and on-line political campaigning. The Italian legal framework includes detailed
provisions regulating political communication on national broadcasting services.
Political messages need to meet specific criteria (content, format, etc.); furthermore,
paid political messages on national broadcasting networks are forbidden during
campaign period. On the contrary, online political communication and advertising rely
only on self-regulatory measures, promoted by national authorities but decided as far
the contents by the online platforms. This mismatch refers not only to political
communication but also to the way a political campaign is carried out. Off-line political
campaigning includes reporting mechanisms for broadcasting services, rules related
to purchase of services by political parties and candidates; currently, digital platforms
do not abide to these rules.
The report outlines the debate active in digital political advertising in Italy, allowing us
to list the main issues, detected by actors of civil society. These main issues are:
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• The transparency tools and policies made available by the different platforms that
do not ensure a proper level of transparency in digital political advertising,
• The absence of regulation of political campaigning and communication in the
digital dimension in Italy,
• The self-regulatory measures, which do not ensure a proper common activity in
this respect.
Recommendations forwarded by the civil society refer to the cited limits and can be
summarized as follows:
• Digital platforms need to improve their transparency tools and policies. More in
detail, citizens and researchers should be able to retrieve comprehensive
information and data about digital political advertising to fuel monitoring and
research activity.
• Regulatory measures should be issued for political campaigning carried out in the
digital domain. The existing relevant regulation for political campaigning on online platforms (rules related to reporting mechanisms, campaign purchases etc.)
should be enforced.
Future regulatory measures should fall under a legal framework, enforced by an external
actor implementing monitoring mechanisms and providing sanctions whenever needed.
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Introduction
The European Partnership for Democracy project Virtual Insanity aims at strengthening
European level policy that guarantees transparency in digital political advertising. The
project is moving toward this goal implementing three main actions: country level
research and multi-stakeholder policy dialogue at the national level; multi- stakeholder
policy dialogue at European level; coalition-based monitoring and advocacy efforts
towards an EU-level policy on digital political advertising transparency. The country level
research involves three countries namely Czech Republic, Italy and The Netherlands.
The signatories of the self-regulatory Code of Practice on Disinformation (October 2018),
promoted by the European Commission as part of its efforts against on-line
disinformation, include representatives of online platforms, leading social networks,
advertisers, and advertising industries.
In this Report, we analyze the actions put in place in Italy by the main on-line platforms,
namely Facebook, Google and Twitter in order to implement the Code and ensure safer
and transparent EU Elections. In Italy, elections took place on 26th of May 2019.
Section 1 ‘Availability of information’ presents an overview of policies and tools
upgraded or introduced by each platform from the adoption of the Code of Practice
within the Italian context. Policies and tools have been analysed in order to assess the
level of transparency of digital political advertising ensured by each platform.
Section 2 ‘Characteristics of digital political advertising in country context’ describes the
main features of digital political advertisement in Italy. The goal of the section is to draw
conclusions on the role of digital political advertising in Italy during the EU campaign,
using digital platforms transparency tools. To this end, we have analysed only the
information collected by the transparency tools made available by Google and
Facebook, as no Italian certified political advertisers were registered in Twitter archive. In
order to highlight worth mentioning characteristics of digital political advertising in Italy,
the analysis has also taken into account relevant reports and tools developed by the
research community on this issue.
Section 3 ‘Policies and responsiveness of tech companies’ outlines the definitions of
political and issue-based advertising, shared in Italy by on-line platforms. The aim of the
section is to compare these definitions with sponsored political communication in Italy.
Moreover, the section addresses the topic of responsiveness of tech companies to policy
violations and implementation of inputs from civil society and governmental
stakeholders.
Section 4 ‘National policy and legislative context’ includes an overview of the Italian
legal framework pertaining to political elections campaigning. The overview will help us
underline relevant policy mismatch between on-line and off-line dimension.
Section 5 ‘Reform debate’ presents the main actors (representatives from civil society
and institutions) focusing on digital political advertising in Italy. The section also include
the wider debate of digital political communication, therefore beyond political
advertising, rising in the country. On this regard, we included issues worth discussing
gathered through the interviews.
Before diving into the analysis, we report here interesting insights related to news and
the use of social media in Italy. On-line platforms play a key role when looking on how
3

citizens obtain information. The following charts shows the use of social network such as
Twitter or Facebook for retrieving news. In Italy, 50% of the surveyed consumes news on
social network several times a day or once a day.
Figure 1. News consumption on social network (Italy):
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Never

Once a day
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Once a week or less Several times a week

Source: Pew Research Center Fall 2017 Media and Politics in Western Europe Survey

More in detail, AGCOM1 studies show that in Italy voters retrieve information for political
decisions mainly from traditional media such as Tv, radio and newspaper. However,
internet is the second source of information shaping political opinions; 14,9% of the
research surveyed, use social network to inform themselves for electoral decisions.

1

AGCOM Report on information consumption 2018
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Section 1 Availability of information
The review of policies and transparency tools has been guided by the following research
questions:
1. Is information made available by Facebook, Google and Twitter on advertisers,
reach and amounts spent?
2. Is there a full overview by advertisers (sorted alphabetically, by impressions or by
amount paid)?
3. Is it possible to get a clear idea on the amounts that were spent by advertisers
(taking into consideration the size of ranges that are used to classify ads)?
4. Is it possible to break down the distribution and impressions of advertisements
by geographic area (e.g. constituency or political district), demographic criteria
(e.g. age range); device on which an ad is shown, platform on which ads
appeared (e.g. Instagram or YouTube); is it possible to get information regarding
paid vs. ‘organic’ reach (the latter describing the re-sharing of content by users/
viewers)?
5. Is it possible to receive information on the targeting criteria that were used by
advertisers to design their campaign?
6. Are users able to understand why they were targeted by a certain ad?
7. Is it possible to retrieve information on users’ actions beyond viewing an ad?
8. How useful are application programming interfaces (APIs) in retrieving such
information?
This section is divided into a paragraph for each on-line platform (Facebook, Google and
Twitter) Facebook
Facebook is one of the signatories of the EU Code of Practice on Disinformation,
together with Google and Twitter. Since the adoption of the self-regulatory guidelines, in
October 2018, the platform has worked on improving its transparency policies and tools.
The actions taken by the social media have been monthly reported to the European
Commission 2; furthermore, the European Commission carries out a monitoring process
through the European Regulators Group for Audiovisual Media Services (ERGA) in order
to assess the efforts taken by online platforms.
In order to improve the transparency of political and issue-based advertising, Facebook
has adopted or sometimes upgraded its policies, regulations and tools. In Italy, among
relevant services and tools improving transparency of paid political messages, users can
rely on the following:
• Page transparency;
• “Context” button;
• “Why do I see this ad” feature;
• Community feedback;
• Political and issue-based advertisement policies;

2

Reports are available on European Commission website.
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• Ad Library and Ad Library Report.
The following paragraphs briefly describe these features, their functions and related
shortages in ensuring transparency in digital political advertising.
The reviewed features and policy are available in Italy, refer to the Italian political context
and are available in Italian.

Facebook
Page transparency
Description: this feature provides users with information related to a specific Facebook
page, such as the date on which the page was created, the ads currently run by the page,
the ads archived in the Ad Library, name changes and pages that have been merged into
it, the number of accounts, which manage the page, their country location and other
pages linked to the one a user is currently browsing.
Use: This feature provides a useful tool to detect the transparency of a page; details
referring to name changes and page administrators’ location can be helpful to detect
Facebook policy violations and address disinformation.
On this matter, in Italy, the online activist platform Avaaz 3 uncovered a significant number
of politically polarized pages counting a high number of followers, spreading
disinformation and fake news regarding political and social issues. The investigation
report shows how Facebook pages were able to violate Facebook terms by gradually
changing the name of a page; non-political Facebook pages were changing their name
and identity in politically oriented ones, while maintaining and reaching the same pool of
followers, who were unaware of the content variations4. The investigation led to the
shutdown of 23 Italian Facebook pages with over 2.46 million followers.
Shortcomings: even though it is possible to report a Facebook page when detecting a
violation of Facebook policies, Avaaz investigation outlined the fact that additional efforts
should be put in place in order to monitor and uncover pages and networks. It was clear
from the investigation that while a Facebook page changed identity its followers were
unaware of this variation.

“Context” button
Description: this feature is presented as an information button (i) on the right side of a
news. It provides background and information on the publishers and links that appear in
the News Feed. The feature thus refers only to news related posts shared by publishers
or news editors.
Use: it allows users to collect context information related to the news and its editor by
providing the publisher’s Wikipedia page, related links, information about how many
times the link has been shared on Facebook and where it has been shared.

The executive summary of the Avaaz Report is available at this link (retrieved on September
2019).
3

4

The topic will be further analysed in section 5 (reform debate).
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Shortcomings: to add context information is not mandatory, and then information is not
always available. For example, the screenshot below, referred to a small news editor who
shares inaccurate and slanted news, shows no further information on the publisher, such
as the editor website, Wikipedia link, etc. The image shows the box of a context button
related to a small news editor who shares inaccurate and tendentious news. In this case
Wikipedia link is not available and the editor's website is not stated
Figure 2. Facebook context feature screenshot

Source: Facebook

“Why am I seeing this ad” feature
Description: this feature allows users to collect more detailed information about
targeting activity of commercial and political ads.
Use: by clicking this button, users can access information such as the reason why the
advertiser is targeting them (gender, age, location and Facebook profile information
such as preferences based on post interactions and likes). From this button users can
access and manage an advertising settings page. Furthermore, users can retrieve broad
information on how Facebook uses and shares users’ data for advertising.
Shortcoming: although the feature shares vague information regarding targeting criteria
such as age range, gender, location and sometimes users’ preferences, it still remains
unclear which personal information is used, and to what extent.
7

Community feedback
Description: this tool is (not exclusively) presented on the left side of the ad and gives
the possibility to immediately report the ad.
Use: as other tools aiming at promoting compliance with platform’s standards and
regulations (e.g. third-party fact checkers, external experts, artificial intelligence and
machine learning etc.) community feedbacks allow users to report pages and profiles
that breach community standard in relation to several issues including fake-news, not
labeled political ads and hate speech5.

Political and issue-based advertisement policies
Description: in order to improve transparency in relation to political campaigning and
prevent abuse and interference in European elections, Facebook implemented more
strict regulations for political advertisers within EU countries. In order to run a political or
issue-based ads related to EU elections, advertisers go through an authorization process.
This process foresees the ID submission of the advertiser and other technical checks in
order to assess its identity and location. Furthermore, ads labeled as political and issuebased have to disclose the information “sponsored by”. The disclaimer appears next to
the label “sponsored”. While reviewing an ad, users can read the name of the disclaimer;
in some cases, detailed information is provided such as name, website, e-mail and phone
number.
Shortcomings: Facebook does not always provide information on the disclaimer; some
ads simply report the name of the sponsor without any additional information. The
following Figures show two examples of disclaimer reported in two different ads run by
different political parties. This highlights the lack, on the platform, of an efficient
monitoring system for the authorization procedure. The thoroughness of advertiser’s
information thus depends on political campaigners/advertisers rather than on the
evaluation mechanisms set by the platform. The following images show two ads; the first
one reporting only the name of the advertiser while the second one reporting detailed
information concerning the ad sponsor.
Figure 3. Facebook advertiser identity (partial information)

Source: Facebook

5

Facebook feedback
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Figure 4. Facebook advertiser identity (complete information)

Source: Facebook

It should be noted that ads published without a disclaimer can still run on the platform,
until the disclaimer violation is detected by Facebook. If an ad is published without a
disclaimer, information related to the advertiser is not available.
Political and issue-based ads are then filed in an archive called Ad Library (launched in
late March 2019). This library also includes ads that have been removed because of
advertising policy breach (as ad run without a disclaimer or ad violating Facebook ad
policy). Although the platform reports the ad is violating advertising regulations, detailed
information about the type of the violation (e.g. violations linked to content) is not
available.
Figure 5. Facebook political/issue-based ad removed for policy breach, collected in the
Ad Library

Source: Facebook
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Description: Facebook launched an on-line public archive called Ad Library. Data
collected from late march 2019 are filed in this Ad library. The first Ad Library Report, has
been issued in May 2019. The Ad Library includes the political and issue-based ads run
on Facebook products, therefore including ads run on social media such as Instagram.
Use: The Ad Library allows anyone (be them Facebook users or not) to browse through
the ads run on the platform. Users can search ads trough the Library by typing keywords
such as social or political issues, political actors and parties, advertisers or geographic
areas and gather information related to active and non-active ads, run from late march
2019 to date.
The Ad Library clearly states if an ad is active, which means that is currently shown to
Facebook users. If the ad is labelled as non-active, the library reports the period in which
the ad was run.
For those ads that have been removed, the Ad Library also mentions why the ad has
been removed, either because it was published without a disclaimer or because it
violated Facebook ad policy however, no further information pertaining to the content
violation (e.g. hate speech, violent content, fake news or else) is given. Information do
not include the timeframe during which the ad was run without a disclaimer but it still
presents data concerning impressions, distribution and amount spent.
For each ad present in the Library, Facebook provides data concerning impressions
(range)6, indicating how many times the ad was seen on a screen by the targeted
audience and the amount spent (range) for the single ad. This feature also shares
distribution information (approximate percentage) breakdown by age groups, gender
and the regions that is demographic and geographic distribution of the audience that
the ad reached.
In addition to distribution information, Facebook discloses information on the identity of
the disclaimers; however, as mentioned in the previous paragraph, the platform does not
always include details referring to the actors who paid for the ad. Moreover, the tool
shares summary information indicating the total amount spent by each advertiser for
political and issue-based ads, from late March to date.
No targeting information seems available. Statistics concerning distribution, using criteria
such as age, gender, and location, seem to refer to the ad performance, i.e. to the
impressions of an ad, instead of the preliminary targeting of the same ad.
As mentioned above, in May 2019, Facebook launched the Ad Library Report for political
and issue-based ads. As well as the Ad Library, this tool allows both Facebook and nonFacebook users to see the number of political and issue-based ads run in Italy. This
platform should include only political and issue-based ads. Nevertheless, it appears that
some merely commercial advertising not related to political or social issues are still
registered in the Report. These ads are in fact, labelled as political or issued based. The
public can retrieve overall information on the total amount spent and the total number of
ads present in the library sorted alphabetically by each advertiser and disclaimer.
By clicking on the tag related to the number of ads present in the library or the total
amount spent by advertiser, it is possible to rank the advertisers list in order to outline
Impressions measure how often ads were seen on a screen of target audience. Further
information on Facebook definition of impressions on the website.
6
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the ones who spent the most on political and issue-based ads and the ones with the
highest number of ads included in the library. Information is sorted geographically, so
users can see the total amount spent by region.
All the data shared in the Ad Library Report refers to the specific timeframe set by
Facebook; more specifically, it is possible to gather information concerning the total
amount of ads present in the library and the total amount spent (both sorted by
advertiser):
• late march 2019 – to date;
• daily;
• in the last 7 days;
• in the last 30 days;
• in the last 90 days.
Anyone can also download the available data in a CSV format. Downloadable data
include only final figures related to amount spent and ads published by advertiser.
More generally, these tools allow users to read information in an aggregated form
through the Ad Library Report and by single ads through the Ad Library.
These tools allow users to have a clear image of the economic efforts an advertiser put in
political and issue-based advertisement. This information is less accurate when analyzing
in detail a single ad. In fact, the Ad Library only discloses the amount spent for a single
ad in a range form; range classification reports 100 euro, 100-499 euro, 500-999 euro,
1,000-5,000 euro, 5,000-10,000 euro, 10,000-50,000 euro. As mentioned above, the Ad
Library Report allows users to get aggregated data concerning expenditure amounts and
number of ads run per advertiser. Figures related to expenditure are also sorted
geographically by each region.
The total amount of impressions is not included in the Ad Library Report and is only
available on the Ad Library for each single ad. The figure is expressed in range (for
example, 1,000-5,000 impression, 10,000-50,000 impression, 50,000-100,000
impression, 200,000-500,000 impression) which represents a less accurate information. It
is possible to take a look at the distribution of the audience that the ad reached by
geographic region and demographic groups. However, information regarding devices
on which an ad is shown is not available. It should be noted that data concerning
distribution relate exclusively to geographic and demographic criteria and no targeting
information is available. Besides impressions, the tools described do not share additional
information related to ads’ performance, such as likes, repost by users etc.
On this aspect, Facebook made available an application called Crowdtangle7 that allows
the public to track the popularity of public posts. People can easily download the API as a
google chrome extension; the application shows how often a link has been shared, who
shared it and what they said as well as the aggregate share counts and the specific
Facebook Page posts, Tweets and Subreddits that shared a URL. Researchers may also use
Facebook Ad Library API. In order to use this tool, digital proficiency and authentication
procedure, similar to the one mandatory for political advertisers, are required.
Crowdtangle is an application-programming interface currently owned by Facebook. More
detailed information at this link.
7
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Other missing information relates to products where the ad was run e.g. Instagram or
Facebook.
Shortcomings: even though these user-friendly tools are able to give a clear idea of the
investment political forces make on digital political advertising, some information
remains not accurate or is missing. Concerning inaccurate information, users are only
given an approximate figure of impressions and amount spent for each ad. Also, on
the library it is not possible to organize the research by impressions or timeframe.
The platform does not allow users to browse information according to a timeframe of
their choice; this may represent a limit when retrieving information according to a
specific period such as the EU elections. In addition, information sorted by region cannot
be analysed for the period march 2019 – to date. For what concerns aggregated data
present on the Ad Library, information on impressions are not available in this section. In
addition, while it is possible to download CSV file on amount spent by advertiser, the file
does not include data on impressions or amount spent by regions. Furthermore,
targeting information is not available; only demographic and geographic distribution
related to the audience reached by the ad. Finally, no information related to device or
platform distribution is available.
Despite the availability of these transparency tools, meaningful and accurate information
that would allow for a proper assessment of the transparency of digital political
advertising is still missing.

12

Google
Google, as well as Facebook, took on actions in order to improve transparency in digital
political advertising and safeguard EU elections integrity. On this topic, the company
published in late January 2019 a new ad policy for election ads, in order to improve
transparency in digital political campaigns. Furthermore, the platform upgraded its
feature in order to better implement the Code of Practice. Google’s efforts also concern
the platform YouTube, which is owned by the company. The following paragraphs
analyze the main tools and policy available to Italian users; the reviewed features and
policy are available in Italy, refers to the Italian political context and are available in Italian
with the exception of Google fact check tools, available only in English but referring to
the Italian context.

“Why this Ad” feature
Description: when users come across an ad on Google or YouTube paid by political
advertisers, the ad is labeled as an advertising product, so that users can detect the
difference between paid and not paid content. The label does not explicitly state if the
ad is political or commercial.
Use: users can click on an information button. This feature opens a box where Google
provides brief information on why a user is currently viewing a certain ad. For example,
on YouTube, when coming across an ad and clicking on this feature, it appears a
disclaimer reporting the following sentence: “the ad based on the information on the
website you were viewing” and “the time of day, the website you were viewing or your
general location (for example country or city)”. From this information box users can also
access the advertisement settings page; in this page Google briefly explains how Google
customizes users’ ads; ads customization is based on information related to personal
information account, data from google partners apps and websites and users’ personal
interests gathered by Google. Users can also provide feedback on ads if they detect
aspects that violate Google Ads policy (e.g. content).
Shortcomings: it may still remain unclear to the public how ads targeting works and why
a specific user is targeted, since no information is provided by the platform.

Political content policy
Description: the new policy related to electoral advertising requires a two-step
verification procedure. The two-step verification aims to assess the identity of potential
advertisers and their eligibility to run electoral ads. Following the procedure, if
authorized, advertisers will be able to promote electoral campaign ads on google
platforms and its partners. The platform also discloses the name of the actor who funded
the ad, through the label “paid by”. Political ads are filed in a library called Google
Transparency Report. The library also includes ads that violated Google ad policy.
Shortcomings: Concerning disclaimer information, while Facebook provides information
such as address, e-mail, website and phone number of those who paid the ad (if
provided), Google does not foresee additional information except for the name of the
person, company or party who funded the message. As for political ads violating the
Google ad policy, the Google Transparency Report does not indicate if and when the ad
13

was taken down the platform. In addition, it is not reported the timeframe the ad run
before being removed.

Google Transparency Report
Description: the Transparency Report is Google’s archive of the verified political ads and
contains political ads published from late March 2019 to date. The public can access it to
collect information concerning political campaigning in the country of their choice. This
tool includes a section related to political campaigning in the European Union for each
member state. A complete list of advertisers active in the European Union is present and
sorted by amount spent. A geographic map allows users to click on specific countries
and access information related countries political campaign.
Use: when clicking on the country of interest, namely Italy, the report instantly shows
the total number of ads present in Google archive (run on YouTube and Google’s
partners) from late March to date and the total amount spent in Italy. Scrolling down,
people can browse through the ads. Users can type the name of a candidate, a political
party or the advertiser who paid the ad, in order to look for the related ads. The platform
does not allow queries with keywords linked to social or political theme such as
“elections” or “immigration” or “income”. In fact, Google Policy and Transparency Report
refer exclusively to political advertising, while it does not explicitly define issue-based
advertising. The public can browse the library’s ads using filters, such as the amount
spent, the impressions counted and ad format. The public can rapidly have an idea on
the most paid ads in the library and the one that reached the highest number of
people throughout the period March 2019 August 2019. It should be noted, however,
that figures related to impressions and amounts spent for each ad, are expressed in
range. Therefore information is not properly accurate since range varies significantly, for
example 500 - 30.000 euro spent or 100.000 - 1mln impressions generated.
Users can filter their research by indicating in a calendar a weekly timeframe of their
choice that goes from 20th of March 2019, to date; thanks to this feature, the public can
take a look at the ads that were run during EU election campaign.
More detailed information concerning advertisers’ activity is also available. By clicking on
the name of the advertiser, Google redirect to a page that shares the number of ads
published from the 20th of March, to date and the total amount spent. Following these
summary figures, the page provides a chart representing the weekly trend of political
advertising expenditures from the 20th of march to date. The final section of the page
includes all the ads published by the advertiser. In the same page, people can retrieve
information concerning targeting groups. More specifically, Google presents a targeting
section, which allows users to analyze targeting criteria for a political campaign run in a
specific timeframe. The section presents a map indicating the geographic area targeted
and other criteria, such as age and gender. The company does not disclose any
additional targeting criteria that are used and given as options to advertisers. In addition,
it does not provide any insight on distribution.
Users can also download CSV data. These data include weekly spent (by location and
advertiser), geographic and demographic campaigns targeting, ads and advertiser
statistics.
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Google counts a significant number of APIs8 that allow monitoring the performance
of ads. However these products targets advertisers, partners and business actors rather
than the public. The use of Google BigQuery API requires a certain digital proficiency.
Concerning fake news and disinformation (not only limited to political campaigning
issue), Google made available to users its fact-check tools. These tools include a search
platform (fact-check explorer) where users can type keywords related to a specific topic
and retrieve information fact-checked by verified news provider or fact-checkers. Users
are redirected to the debunked topic or claim.
Shortcomings; while Facebook allows research on its library according to keywords
related to social issues, Google only allows to browse ads by advertiser or political party/
candidate name. In fact, the definition of issue-based ad is not present on Google since
the platform only deals with political advertising. Not including a definition of issuebased advertising can be tricky, especially when social issues can be the core of a
politician electoral campaign. As for Facebook, also on Google, some figures are
approximate; when analyzing a single ad for impressions amounts spent figures are
given by range. As stated in the previous paragraph, the two terms of the range vary
significantly. On this platform, information pertaining to distribution and ad performance,
beyond impression, is missing. Furthermore, details concerning devices on which the ads
were seen is missing. The Transparency Report states that the archive includes all the
verified ads run from March 2019 on Google, YouTube and partners’ applications and
websites, but the distribution among different platforms/partners is not reported. Finally,
the platform does not disclose any detail on the actor who funded the ad, such as
website, e-mail, phone number etc.

Twitter
As well as Facebook and Google, Twitter allows political advertisers to run sponsored
political massages within its community9. In line with the two platforms previously
analysed, also Twitter enhanced its tools and policies in order to guarantee election
integrity and transparency on political campaigning. The examples analysed in the
following paragraphs represent the platform efforts related to digital political advertising.

Election integrity policy
In order to safeguard election integrity, the platform shared in April 2019 an election
integrity policy. This policy 10 states that Twitter does not allow on-line behavior that
manipulates or interferes in elections. The policy identifies three main set of actions that
represent manipulative behavior and content forbidden by the policy: misleading
information about how to participate; voters’ suppression and intimidation; false or
misleading affiliation. According to the election integrity policy, violations can be
reported both by external actors (institutions and civil society) cooperating with Twitter
and by Twitter community. The policy also provides some example of what does not
8

A list of Google API’s concerning advertising is available at this link.

This research was conducted before October 30th, when Twitter CEO announced the ban of
political advertising on the platform.
9

10

Election integrity policy (IT)
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represent a policy violation. Among these examples, the platform lists the discussion of
public polling information.
Shortcomings: It appears that the Twitter Election Integrity Policy presents a discrepancy
with the national regulation on political communication and campaigning in Italy. In fact,
Italian law states that opinion polls can not be broadcasted in the period starting from 15
days before the vote11. In light of this gap, problems could arise when a European level
policy issued by a platform, does not meet the national regulatory provisions on political
campaigning, leaving specific aspects unregulated.

Political Content Policy
Description: the Twitter’s Political Content policy regulates the ads labelled under the
categories of political campaigning and issue advocacy. Political campaigning ads can
run once the election period starts. Similar to Facebook and Google, Twitter foresees a
certification process that verifies the identity and location of advertisers and content
requirements. According to Twitter policy, political campaigning ads for EU Parliamentary
Elections must meet additional eligibility requirements 12: Political advertisers will be
required to self-identify and certify that they are located in the country where they wish to
advertise. On Twitter, political campaigning falls under restrictions, thus having to comply
with applicable laws regarding disclosure and content requirements, eligibility
restrictions, spending limits, reporting requirements, and blackout dates for the countries
where ads run.
On the contrary, issue advocacy ads are permitted without restrictions, except in France.
Once Twitter certifies political campaigning advertisers, allowing them to sponsor
political posts, they are prompted to use “Paid for by” disclaimers. Furthermore,
promoted tweets have to be labelled as ‘promoted’, allowing users to determine ads
from not sponsored tweets. As stated by Twitter, ads run by certified political advertisers
will then appear in Twitter’s Ads Transparency Center including spent, reach, targeting,
and payment information.
Shortcomings: the political content policy refers to the European Union therefore it
appears to apply also to Italian political context however, it is not translated in Italian.
Furthermore, no Italian political actor is registered as a certified political advertiser on the
platform. Political ads detected during the EU campaign, run without being labeled and
collected as such. This highlights the weakness of Twitter labelling and monitoring
mechanisms for political content.

Twitter’s Ads Transparency Center
Description: the Twitter’s Ads Transparency Center makes available a list of advertisers
and details of the ads. The tool presents an overview of certified political advertisers (see
Cfr. L.28/2000 Disposizioni per la parità di accesso ai mezzi di informazione durante le
campagne elettorali e referendarie e per la comunicazione politica
11

Profile photo, header photo, and website must be consistent with the handle’s online
presence; bio must include a website that provides valid contact info; if handle name is not
related to the certified entity, the bio must include the following disclaimer: "Owned by
[certified entity name]"
12
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previous paragraph) in the European Union; the public can also carry out research by
typing the name of the advertiser in the search box, with some relevant problems
described below.
Shortcomings: The overview of political advertisers in the European Union is not
organized by country, nor is it available in Italian language. It is not clear if the list of
advertisers is comprehensive, including all political advertisers registered by Twitter
during the EU elections. In fact, no Italian political party or actor is included in the
list: this could be due to different motivations, such as: 1) missing information; 2) the fact
that no Italian actor has passed the certification process; 3) no Italian certified actor has
paid ads. However, as several political ads promoted by Italian parties have been run
through Twitter, the first motivation listed seems most probable.
It is not possible to retrieve any kind of information (such as published ads, amount
spent, disclaimers, impressions, targeting info) on the platform pertaining to political
advertising in Italy. The ERGA-European Regulation Group for Audiovisual Media
Services report13, concerning monitoring activities on the implementation of the EU
Code of Conduct, has pointed out that Twitter’s Ads Transparency Center scarcely
succeeds in providing comprehensive data on digital political advertising. The same
report states that Twitter has not yet released data about the total amounts spent in any
EU Member State14. The analysis of Twitter transparency tools in Italy, is in line with
findings shared by the ERGA monitoring activity, pertaining to the lack of information
and data on the platform.
Twitter shares different APIs that can be useful for researcher on the theme of political
advertising and allows to filter Tweets and conduct more detailed research on the
platform, however regular users should have base knowledge of programming. In
addition, since no certified political advertiser is registered in Twitter archive, related API
appears meaningless.

Summary table
The following table represents a summary of the analysis carried out on the availability of
information on Facebook, Google and Twitter. The table is built on the main questions
which guided the analysis and summarizes to what extent is information available on
each platform and which is the tool that allows to access this information.

Report of the activities carried out to assist the European Commission in the intermediate
monitoring of the Code of practice on disinformation (ERGA Report)
13

14

Report dated June 2019
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Table 1. Summing up: availability of political ads information on Facebook, Google and
Twitter in Italy
FACEBOOK

GOOGLE

TWITTER

Partially available; the
disclaimer of an ad not
always includes contact
information. Before
detecting disclaimer
violation, ads may still run
without a disclaimer on the
platform.

Partially available; the platform No certified political
s h a re s t h e n a m e o f t h e advertiser in Italy
advertiser who funded the ad,
not providing any additional
information

Available, exact amount
(from late march 2019 to
date)

Available, exact amount (from
late march 2019 to date)

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Available in price range

Available in price range

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Available daily, for 7, 30 or
90 days previous the
search date

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Not available

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Available in range

Available in range

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Geographic
distribution

Available

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Demographic
distribution

Available

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Not available

Pa r t i a l l y a v a i l a b l e ( e . g . No certified political
g e n d e r / a g e g r o u p s , advertiser in Italy
geographic area)

Advertiser identity
(name, contacts)

Amount spent by
advertiser

Amount spent by ad

Amount spent by
geographic area
(Italian regions)

Impressions by
advertiser

Impressions by ad

Targeting
information
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FACEBOOK

Device distribution

Ad performances
beyond impression
(like, share etc.)

Users awareness on
targeting

APIs helpfulness for
regular users

GOOGLE

TWITTER

Not available

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Not available

Not available

No certified political
advertiser in Italy

Partially available; users can
get superficial information
of why they have been
targeted. However, no
specific information is
given on political campaign
targeting such as political
preferences posts
interactions

Partially available; users can No certified political
get superficial information of advertiser in Italy
why they have been targeted.
H o w e v e r , n o s p e c i fi c
information is given on
political campaign targeting
such as political preferences
posts interactions (i.e.
behavior)

Yes

No, more proficient users can N o, m o re p ro fi c i e n t
a c c e s s t h e A P I G o o g l e users can use Twitter
BigQuery
APIs

Possibility of
Yes, partially (CSV files do Yes
downloading
not include, amount spent
available information
by geographic area,
(e.g. csv file)
i m p re s s i o n s , t a rg e t i n g
criteria)

Source: Facebook, Google and Twitter
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No information available

Table 2. Availability of information
FACEBOOK

GOOGLE
Transparency
Report
Transparency
Report
Transparency
Report

TWITTER

Advertiser identity (name, contacts)

Ad Library

Amount spent by advertiser

Ad Library Report

Amount spent by ad

Ad Library

Amount spent by geographic area
(Italian regions)

Ad Library report

Information n/a

Information n/a

Impressions by advertiser

Information n/a

Information n/a

Information n/a

Impressions by ad

Ad Library

Transparency
Report

Information n/a

Geographic distribution

Ad Library

Information n/a

Demographic distribution

Ad Library

Information n/a

Information n/a

Targeting information

Information n/a

Transparency
Report

Information n/a

Device distribution

Information n/a

Information n/a

Information n/a

Ad performances beyond
impression (like, share etc.)

Crowdtangle

Google APIs (for
advertisers)

Information n/a

“Why this Ad”

Information n/a

Google APIs (for
advertisers)

Twitter APIs (for
advertisers)

BigQuery

Twitter APIs

Users’ actions beyond ad views
(click etc.)

“Why do I see this
ad”
Facebook APIs (for
advertisers)

APIs helpfulness for regular users

Crowdtangle

Users awareness on targeting

Source: Facebook, Google and Twitter15

15

Facebook Ad Library; Google Transparency Report
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Information n/a
Information n/a
Information n/a

Section 2 Characteristics of digital political
advertising - Italy
The previous section has presented the policies and tools that Facebook, Google and
Twitter make available to provide citizens with transparent information on digital political
advertising. The present section aims at drawing conclusions on the characteristics and
role of digital political advertising in Italy, with a particular focus on the European
Parliamentary Elections held in May 2019.
The analysis only bases on the tools made available by Facebook (Ad Library/Library
Report) and Google (Transparency Report). The analysis does not include Twitter
transparency tool. According to the platform repository, no Italian political advertiser was
registered during 2019 EU Elections.
The analysis focuses on 5 Italian main political parties, namely: Lega Salvini Premier (far
right party), PD Democratic Party (center-left), Five Star Movement (anti-establishment),
Forza Italia (right party), Fratelli d’Italia (far right party).

The European elections 2019 in Italy: electoral system and results
The European Elections were held in Italy on the 26th of may 2019; European elections
were organized according to 5 constituencies (north-western Italy; north-eastern Italy;
center Italy; southern Italy; islands). Elections were held according to a proportional
electoral system with a 4% threshold; the country has 73 seats in the European
Parliament. The voter turnout was 54,50%: it was the lowest peak of participation in the
Italian history of EU elections. The following charts show the voter turnout compared to
previous European elections (2004-2019) and the election results of the political parties
considered by the research, in 2019 European elections.
Figure 6. Voter turnout rate EU Elections 1979-2019

85,65%

82,47%

81,07%
73,60%

69,73%

71,72%
65,05%
57,22%

1979

1984

1989

1994

1999

2004

Source: Italian Ministry of Interior
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2009

2014

54,50%

2019

Figure 7. 2019 EU Elections results (Italy)

34,26%

22,74%
17,06%

8,78%
6,44%
3,11%
Lega Salvini Premier Partito Democratico Movimento 5 Stelle

Forza Italia

Fratelli d'Italia

+Europa

Source: Italian Ministry of Interior

Amount spent by parties for Ads during the EU elections campaign
All the parties analysed put significant economic efforts into digital political advertising
during the EU elections. Openpolis, an Italian research centre, published, in early June
2019, the figures related to European elections expenditures for digital political
advertising through Facebook and Google. The following charts show how the main
parties distributed their resources on digital political advertising on the two platforms,
according to the data shared by the companies.
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Figure 8. Main parties’ expenditures on digital political advertising (Facebook and
Google) 2019 EU Elections
Facebook

Google

54.550,00 €
34.700,00 €
130.299,00 €

128.782,00 €

54.250,00 €
49.999,00 €

Lega Salvini Premier Partito Democratico Movimento 5 Stelle

44.045,00 €

Forza Italia

31.407,00 €
Fratelli d'Italia

Source Facebook figures: Openpolis (updated May 2019). Source Google figures:
Google Transparency Report (Updated Sept. 2019)

Facebook is the online platform where Italian parties most invested their money. All
the five parties analysed published political ads on Facebook, only 3 out of the 5
published ads on Google, i.e. PD (Democratic Party), Lega Salvini Premier and Fratelli
d’Italia. Lega Salvini Premier, the most voted party at EU elections (34, 26%), was the one
who spent the most on both the platforms.
Finally, it was not possible to compare the estimated financial means displayed for digital
advertising with the ones taken on for off-line campaigning by political parties. That is for
two main reasons:
• The accounting reporting system, as described by the law L. 515/93 art. 11, does
not include detailed classification of electoral campaign expenses, therefore it
does not include a “digital campaign expenses category”. The L. 515/93 prescribes
political parties, political movements, lists or group of candidates to report
expenses related to a specific political campaign, within 45 days from the new
parliament induction.
• The final costs bore by each political party for EU election campaign have not yet
been published by the revisory account institution (Corte dei Conti) nor by the
single political parties. The campaign expenses reports presented according to
the law L. 515/93 are revised by the Corte dei Conti; this institutional body carries
out its control within six months. Afterwards, it presents the outcome of the
expense revision in a report available to the public.
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The current reporting system does not allow to collect detailed information on
expenditure both for on-line and off-line campaigns. In fact, it is not possible for
researchers or public citizens to analyse detailed expenditures of political campaigning.
This hinder the possibility of drawing a map of financial resources displayed for on-line
or off-line campaigns by political parties. Furthermore, figures related to on-line
expenditures are currently provided to the public only through digital platforms’
transparency tools. This limits the level of financial transparency of political campaigning.

Ads’ characteristics
As mentioned in the first section, the Facebook Library shows the demographic reach of
a single ad. Unfortunately, it is not possible to elaborate Facebook’s information on
demographic reach by party. The Facebook Ad Library report, and its CSV
downloadable data, are only available in an aggregated form, indicating only the amount
spent by advertiser.
Google resources appear more detailed. CSV file contains, in addition to the weekly
amount spent by advertiser and the overall amount spent by country, data on age,
gender and geographic campaign targeting. It is possible to know which party chose to
include gender, age or geographic criteria in their campaigns. Nevertheless, it does not
indicate how a target audience is built since there is no data related to micro targeting
criteria. In fact, Google data shows how all of the 21 PD (democratic party)’s campaigns
did not target any age, gender or regional group; it is unknown if and what other
microtargeting criteria were applied in their campaigns.
Moreover, Google allows gathering and elaborating information on the format and the
content of the ads. To this end, we have elaborated information on the campaigns
promoted during the EU election period (March-May 2019) 16. Based on data:
• The total number of political campaigns run on Google by the three parties (Lega
Salvini Premier, PD and Fratelli d’Italia) is 53. Each campaign is made up by several
ads and run for a defined timeframe; advertiser may set campaign targeting
criteria. Google discloses start and end date of the campaigns and geographic
and demographic targeting criteria (if included or excluded by advertisers). The 53
political campaigns run on Google include 336 ads in total17 . Lega Salvini Premier
and PD both promoted 38 ads each, far exceeded by Fratelli d’Italia, which
promoted 260 ads. These 336 ads include: 242 images, 40 text formats, 54 videos.
• Lega Salvini Premier shared mainly video ads, while Fratelli d’Italia chose to display
images; images represent an on-line transposition of the posters and printed
material related to candidates or political events. PDs launched text format ads; in
particular, ads related to the party’s fundraising campaign.

The analysis includes all the ads promoted before the election day (26th of May),
independently from the end date of the campaign.
16

The number refers to each ad listed on the library that run during 2019 EU election campaign.
For PD party these ads (namely fundraising ads) run beyond elections campaign period. The
same content e.g. a video or a banner can appear on different campaigns therefore being
counted more than once.
17
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Different ads present in the library may refer to the same political content. For example,
the same video/image/text can be run in different campaigns. Thus, on the CSV file, it is
possible to find different ads promoting the same item (e.g. a video on immigration, a
text on voting recommendation etc.). Out of the 336 political ads present in the library
we found 75 different items. For 15 of these 75 items information was not available.
Concerning campaigns targeting criteria (summarized in the following table), most of the
campaigns run on Google did not include geographic or demographic target criteria
except from the one carried out by Lega Salvini Premier.
Table 3. Percentage of Google campaigns targeted

Lega Salvini
Premier
PD
Fratelli d'Italia
Tot % of targeted
campaigns

% gender target

% age target

% geo target

Tot. campaigns

66,7%

66,7%

66,7%

6

0%

0%

0%

21

11,5%

11,5%

19,2%

26

13,2%

13,2%

58,5%

53

Source: Google, IRS elaboration

As for the content of ads, we analysed Google ads content according to the codebook
adopted by the EEMC - European Election Monitoring Center18. Data shows the
following findings:
• Lega Salvini Premier sponsored content mainly focusing on politics (e.g. political
meetings), Europe (e.g. European Union rules, actors), and immigration.
• Fratelli d’Italia sponsored mainly political content related to its leader, call to
voting, and public political events.
• PD ads’ content covered a variety of topics, often linked to European issues.
Political advertising on Google reflects the overall campaign run by the parties; the topic
“Europe” is highly present, especially for the PD party, which, as underlined by the EEMC,
was one of the parties running the most European election campaign.
For a significant number of items (20%) no information on the on the subject of the ad
was available on Google Transparency Report.

18

The Report is available at EEMC website
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Figure 9. Main topics of Google ads
Lega Salvini Premier

Europe and other issues
Information n.a

13%

26%

Other items

26%

Immigration

23%

Fundraising

Fratelli d'Italia

31%

3%

Politics

Environment

Partito Democratico

28%
46%

17%
39%

4%

11%

6%
12%

3%4%

Ideology

6%

Labour

4%

Source: Google, IRS elaboration. Classification source: EEMC monitoring codebook

More from the debate…
Facebook and Google transparency tools do not allow us to draw detailed conclusion on
digital political advertising in Italy, beyond financial efforts. Since the tools do not
provide proper level of data granularity and comprehensive information, researchers,
experts and activists struggle to draw solid conclusions on how political parties build
their campaign based on users’ personal information. For these reasons, the available
transparency tools are not deemed relevant to grasp the actual scope of digital political
advertising in Italy.
Regarding companies’ transparency tools, the monitoring on the implementation of the
Code of Practice carried out by ERGA highlighted that, while the platforms provided
substantial information that could be meaningful for individual users, the monitoring
indicates that the databases required further development in order to provide the tools
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and data necessary to ensure electoral quality. The online repositories tend to present
some information in aggregate or summary form that lacks the required detail19.
This limitation of the transparency tools has been shared by the research community and
activists involved in the interviews. On this matter, different researchers feel that the
transparency tools made available are not consistent instruments for conducting
research; these tools seem to be put in place as a fulfilment in order to abide to the
European Commission’s requests.
Some interviewees (e.g. experts advocating for digital democracy and transparency)
consider the transparency tools made available by online platforms a simple showcase of
information, which do not allow for effective monitoring activities.
On this topic, the research centre Openpolis, a civil society actor expert on transparency
and active on the digital political advertising debate at national level, underlines the limit
of information shared by online platforms; demographic criteria cover a very limited side
of microtargeting. Nevertheless, online platforms chose not to display data related to
more critical information on which campaigns are built, such as the behaviour of
platforms’ users.
As it appears in our study and as underlined by several interviews, information and data
shared with the public differ significantly among tech companies and are therefore
incomparable for researchers. Considering these limits, experts underline that external
institutions should regulate information and data sharing, according to the legal
framework regulating political campaigning in Italy.
The research community acknowledges the fact that APIs made available by Google and
Facebook enable a more in-depth analysis. However basic digital proficiency is required
and regular users may struggle to use these tools. International research teams made use
of the Facebook APIs (e.g. Facebook Ad Library API) in order to develop more accessible
tools for monitoring and analyzing digital advertising run on this platform. For example,
the project Ad Watch enables the reading of digital political advertising in Italy (and
other countries), by compiling political and issue-based ads available from the Ad Library
API. The tool highlights some interesting characteristics of political advertising in Italy: for
example, it shows that the political actor who reached the widest public was PD
(Democratic Party) with 248 ads and 21.743.384 impressions, followed by Matteo Salvini
(sponsored by its party Lega Salvini Premier) with 58 ads and 13.359.983 impressions. An
additional interesting information retrievable from Ad Watch pertains to demographic
distribution. Matteo Salvini (Lega Salvini Premier) is the only political actor who
significantly targeted minors. Namely, 56 out of his 58 political ads were also targeting
male and female users aged 13-17 during the EU campaign. This aspect raises serious
concerns worth debating, pertaining to limits and legitimacy of the use of minors’
personal data for political advertising.
The EEMC - European Election Monitoring Center research has compared digital and offline EU political campaigning in Italy. The research, led by University RomaTre, monitored
communication materials (both on-line and off-line) shared during the 4 weeks before EU
election vote (26 may 2019). The research focused on three kinds of election materials:
ERGA Report June 2019, Report of the activities carried out to assist the European
Commission in the intermediate monitoring of the Code of practice on disinformation
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social media (Facebook), printed (posters or press advertising), political commercials
(broadcasted in TV or in public spaces). The research team monitored 11 political parties
and coalitions and 7 Facebook accounts collecting and analysing 1002 electoral
materials related to these three content categories. Out of these 1002 materials, only 44
were posters or press advertising and 16 were commercials. The remaining material is
made up by social media contents shared on Facebook.
The report shows that Italy is one of the countries (second only to Portugal) which based
its electoral campaign on the use of social media. The Italian research team underlines
the fact that the use of traditional means, such as posters, declined significantly. The
coordinator of the EEMC project, pointed out that the shift toward a digital political
campaigning has been clear also for Italian 2018 political election. This wide use of
online campaigning has an impact on the DNA of the campaign itself, which is much
faster, based on daily and immediate audience reaction and on specific communication
elements (register, language etc.). Off-line campaigning such as posters or Tv
commercials, has a slower pace. In addition, tv commercials are significantly more
expensive than social media contents. In this regard it should be noted that in Italy it is
forbidden for national Tv and radio to broadcast “paid for” political commercials. This
represent a gap between on-line and off-line political advertising in Italy where “paid for”
political ads cannot run on national broadcasting services while they can be promoted
on-line.
Paid political advertisement during campaign period in Italy can be run by local
broadcasting services tv or radio (only if these networks are also running free political
commercial) or public spaces. For this reason, the few commercials, run on traditional
media, monitored by the projects were broadcasted in public places, for example railway
stations, underground stations, squares etc
Generally, the Italian law related to political communication on traditional media during
the election period aims to promote political debate and equity between candidates’
representation rather than political advertising. This stance is taken in order to reduce the
spread of slanted information20.
The extensive use of on-line campaigning can also relate to the nature of the campaign
itself. One of the interviewed experts explained that campaign strategy varies according
to elections; local election will call for face to face campaign putting more efforts on
offline actions in order to reach more people. Electoral campaign as European or
political ones, focus and invest more in on-line strategies since the campaign target is
wider.
At the same time, the great appeal of digital political advertising seems to be strictly
related to the possibility of using demographic and behavioural micro targeting criteria.
Unlike TV commercial or printed advertisement, online platforms allow to build very
specific target audience based on detailed information such as users’ preferences,
education, employment, behaviour etc.
It appears clear that political actors invested extensive efforts into digital political
advertising instead off-line advertising. It is possible to outline the main elements linked
to the wide use of digital political advertising:
• The overall shift to digital political campaigning
20

Policy framework will be further analysed in section 4
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• The low-cost of digital advertising compared to the advertising run through
traditional media e.g. TV
• The possibility of targeting specific audiences based on behaviour and
preferences
• Paid political advertising through national broadcasting services is not allowed.
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Section 3 Policies and responsiveness of tech
companies
Definition, identification and labelling of political and issue-based ads
Facebook
The company allows advertisers to run political or issue-based ads. As mentioned in the
first section, advertisers who decide to run these specific ads undergo an authentication
procedure; the procedure aims to assess the identity of the advertiser.
Facebook offers the following definition of ads about social issues, elections or politics: it
is made by, on behalf of or about a current or former candidate for public office, a
political party or advocates for the outcome of an election to public office; or is about any
election, referendum or ballot initiative, including "get out the vote" or election
information campaigns; or is about social issues within the EU in any place where the ad is
being run; or is regulated as political advertising 21.
Facebook then lists the social issues within the European Union, which are civil and social
rights, economy, environmental politics, immigration, political values and governance,
security and foreign policy. Political and issue-based advertising are labelled as such; this
means that in addition to the “paid by” label, Facebook discloses that an ad refers to
political content or topics of public interest.
According to the ERGA monitoring activities on the Code of Practice, all the countries
reported that the political ads published before the first week of May were not labelled as
“political”, but this is probably because the “ad hoc” procedure started later in May22.
Following the European Elections Facebook still run false positive, meaning (non-political
ads that were labelled as political). It is more difficult to monitor false negative, that is
political ads that were not labelled as “political”, since the platform provides a Library
Report only for political and issue-based ads.

Google
Political actors can run their ads also on Google and its website partners. As for
Facebook, advertisers have to submit an authorization request. Google verifies its
identity and if the advertiser is eligible to run political/election ads in the country. As
stated by Google policy, ads including political content refers to ads run for political
organizations, political parties, political issue advocacy or fundraising, and individual
candidates and politicians. Furthermore, within EU, election ads refer to ads featuring: a
political party, a current elected officeholder, or candidate for the EU Parliament; a
political party, a current officeholder, or candidate for an elected national office within an
EU member state. For example, members of a national parliament and presidents that are
directly elected; referendum question up for vote, a referendum campaign group, or a call
to vote related to a national referendum or a state or provincial referendum on
21

Facebook
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sovereignty23. Google does not include issue-based ads on his categorization system,
but only political ads. Nevertheless, it refers to political issue advocacy while describing
political ads. The platform does not provide examples or definitions of political issues.
Ads run on Google are labelled as “paid by”. Users may struggle to identify political ads
based on their sponsor, since not all political ads are paid by political parties. Political ads
may be paid by the digital marketing company hired by parties or candidates; in this
case users may find it difficult to detect political ads if the content is not clearly political
(e.g. campaigning for an election). Furthermore, Google shares only ads classified as
political in its archive.

Twitter
Twitter as well provides advertisement spaces for actors interested in running political or
issue-based ads. In line with the other platforms, this social media requires a certification.
Twitter draws a distinction between political campaigning and issue advocacy
advertising. Political campaigning refers to ads that advocate for or against a candidate or
political party, ads that appeal directly for votes in an election, referendum, or ballot
measure, ads that solicit financial support for an election, referendum, or ballot measure.
Issue advocacy includes ads referring to an election or a candidate, or ads that advocate
for or against legislative issues of national importance24. Examples of issues of national
importance are: climate change, healthcare, immigration, national security, taxes.
According to the report presented by ERGA in June 2019 the platform run several false
positives but also some false negatives across the European Union 25. When analyzing the
list of certified political advertisers within EU, Italian political actors are not included.
Openpolis highlighted the fact that it is difficult to understand how the identification and
labelling system works on Twitter since, apparently, only few European Parties carried out
certification procedure while no Italian party did26.

Adaptation to national reality
It is not possible to assess if definition of political advertising adopted by the platforms is
consistent with the ones present at national level. That is because in Italy there is no
narrow definition of political advertising or issue-based advertising. The Italian law
defines media political communication, run through radio or television, as the
broadcasting of content related to political opinions. In Italy, political communication
during election campaign, should be carried out according to specific disposition (e.g.
debates, roundtables, candidates’ interviews etc.) in order to ensure a variety of
information and political opinions to the public. During the campaign period, the Italian
Communications Regulatory Authority (AGCOM), the authority supervising
communication in Italy (telecommunications, television, newspapers and postal services),
23
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plays a key role. It ensures that political communication/campaign is carried out in
compliance with law and regulations related to media access.
In addition to political communication through debates, political parties may share
political messages. These messages illustrate political programmes or opinions. They are
made by the political party representatives and broadcasted according to dispositions
prescribed by the law (durations, content, disclaimers, broadcasting schedule etc.).
It is worth mentioning that national broadcasters are not allowed to charge for political
messages broadcasting. Local Tv and radio channels may run “paid by” political
messages under specific circumstances. This characteristic of political communication
was also highlighted in the ERGA monitoring report stating that: definitional framework
varies across the EU […] in many countries, such as Italy, political advertising is prohibited
on broadcasting services27.
There is a clear gap between the political communication framework at national level and
the platforms’ policies related to political advertising. That is, because, according to the
Italian regulation, the advertising services purchased through on-line platforms, could
not be bought and diffused on traditional media.
Furthermore, some paid political ads found on the platforms were not similar to political
representatives/party commercials but were edited versions of broadcasted TV
programmes. These ads did not explicitly present a candidate/party and its opinion/
agenda but a cut session of a TV debate, presenting a one-sided argument of a political
actor. This clashes with the Italian overall aim of political communication policy which is
to ensure pluralism and fairness of political information.

Responsiveness of tech companies
The topic responsiveness of tech companies refers to two main questions:
• how responsive are tech companies to advertisements that do not comply with
platform regulation;
• have online platforms been responsive in adapting their ad scrutiny tools to the
demands and recommendations of civil society and government stakeholders.

Responsiveness to ads that do not comply with platform regulation
The review of ads scrutiny tools highlighted the presence of political and issue-based
violating ad policy or disclaimer registration, both on Facebook and Google28. The public
can find these ads within the repositories of the two platforms. Information pertaining to
impressions, distribution or targeting are available as for regular ads. No information is
provided regarding the specific reason of policy violation. Information pertaining to the
timeframe the ad was run without complying with platform policies is also missing.
In addition, platforms archives are not completed. Google, for instance, only provide for
a political ad archive. Researchers cannot analyse and compare political ads with ads
ERGA Report June 2019, Report of the activities carried out to assist the European
Commission in the intermediate monitoring of the Code of practice on disinformation
27

28

As for Tiwtter, as mentioned, there are no certified political advertiser in Italy
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categorized as commercial. Likewise, Facebook does not provide for an Ad Library
Report of commercial ads. By reviewing transparency tools and platform policies
currently available, it is not possible to assess the responsiveness of tech companies to
ads not complying with their policies.
On this subject, the Google interviewee reported that during 2019 EU election
campaign, there were no significant policy violation; the platform witnessed limited items
presenting content or disclaimer violation, therefore there are no information related to
the average time during which violating ads run on Google. Furthermore, the specific
type of content violation is not reported since it is not relevant with transparency
commitments; transparency issue relates mainly to the possibility for users to see the ads
someone else sees, rather than content (even though this content has to abide to Google
platform policies).
Our analysis highlighted the presence, in the Google Transparency report, of ads
violating platform policy. As mentioned at the beginning of this subsection, it was not
possible to understand for how long the ads run and which criteria did they violated
since these elements are not shared by the company.
Google representative underlined challenges faced by political parties related to
political advertising. The introduction of the authentication procedure was challenging
for political parties’ staff due to two main reasons:
• The lack of digital literacy of the staff itself
• The period during which this authentication procedure for digital political
advertisement was introduced i.e. European election campaign.
Political parties had to follow new exacting procedures, while concentrating on political
campaigning with limited updated competences on the matter.
Struggle with authentication procedure might be one of the reasons why Google
platform hosted only 3 out of 5 main political actors in Italy. However, this cannot be
confirmed since research interviews did not reach national branches of political parties,
who invested in digital political advertising.

Responsiveness to inputs from civil society and government
stakeholders
During our research activity, despite the efforts put in place to reach tech companies, we
were able to speak with only one out of the three on-line platforms mentioned in this
analysis.
Researchers and activists detect the lack of an effective engagement and commitment
from the on-line platforms in order to improve transparency. On-line platforms do not
take into account the inputs deriving from activists and civil society. Companies seem to
promote transparency initiatives as a response to an emergency (e.g. Antitrust reports
from consumers or companies, Cambridge Analytica etc.) rather than as a commitment
to safeguard users’ and societies on the long run.
On the other hand, some researchers mentioned that governmental national and
international institutions (such as AGCOM, AGCM 29, European Commission) are more
29

(AGCM Italian Competition Authority)
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responsive, concerning digital transparency and user’s data protection. Action taken by
these actors include sanctions followed after users’ violation reports and promotion of
research on the matter.
Furthermore, the political party side seems to be lacking an in-depth awareness on the
transparency issue. Researchers and activists outlined that despite the digitalization of
political campaigns and the extensive use of web users’ data from main political parties,
political actors do not seem to implement inputs coming from civil society. Activists
involved in the interviews explained that parties are keen to discuss this topic, however
the debate is not followed up by the promotion of actions or the adoption of measurers
(e.g. policies or regulations) ensuring transparency of on-line political activity.
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Section 4 National policy and legislative context
The following paragraphs describe the main institutional actors linked to electoral
campaigning in Italy. Further on, an overview of the legal framework regulating political
communication and electoral campaigning will be presented.

Institutional actors
AGCOM Italian Communications Regulatory Authority: is the actor supervising
communication in Italy that is, telecommunications, television, newspapers and postal
services. The role of the authority is significant during the election period in order to
ensure that political communication/campaign is carried out in compliance with law and
regulations related to media access (cfr. L. 28/2000). The Authority is also involved in
promoting transparency in digital political advertising. Concerning this issue, the
Authority issued self-regulatory guidelines for digital campaign during the 2018 political
elections and works on tackling disinformation through a working group – Tavolo tecnico
per la garanzia del pluralismo e della correttezza dell'informazione sulle piattaforme
digitali (Technical Committee for information fairness and pluralism on on-line platforms).
AGCM Italian Competition Authority: is an independent Authority established with the
introduction of antitrust law 30 in Italy. One of the objectives of the law, and therefore of
the authority, concerns the repression of unfair commercial practices, misleading and
unlawful comparative advertising. On this matter the authority acts safeguarding private
citizens, upon consumers or consortium violations report. For example, the authority has
been involved in the unlawful collection and use of Facebook users’ personal
information31.
Data Protection Authority; is the authority supervising the use of personal data. The
authority also issues provisions and guidelines on the lawful use of personal information
for political propaganda. The Authority issued during the 2019 EU election campaign an
institutional document stressing the importance of personal data protection in relation to
electoral microtargeting activities. The Authority referred to the EU Regulation (GDPR)
and highlighted the fact that personal data collection and use is linked to specified,
explicit and legitimate purposes. The fact that within on-line platforms and social media
the privacy policy presented to users does not present a clear and transparent distinction
between marketing and political advertising may hinder the users’ awareness on this
topic.
Collegio regionale di garanzia elettorale (regional elections committee): this
committee, established within the local courts of appeal (Ministry of Justice) is one of the
bodies in charge of finance control of private funding/donations and expenditures,
undertaken by political candidates during electoral campaigns. As well as candidates,
national broadcasters and newspapers have to report to this same committee in relation
to political communication services provided and earnings related these services.

30

L. 287/1990 Norme per la tutela della concorrenza e del mercato

31

Action PS11112 consumers unions – Facebook
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Corte dei conti (auditor court): is the jurisdictional body in matters of public accounting.
This body is in charge of the control of private funding/donations and expenditures
carried out by political parties during the election campaign.

Legislative context
Italian political campaigning is regulated by several laws pertaining to:
• Funding and contribution to political parties/candidates
• Financial and political transparency
• Political communication and electoral campaigning
• Personal data protection
In this section, we analyse the main legislative documents referring to political
campaigning in country context and latest regulatory changes.
The law 515/1993 Regulation of electoral campaigns for Chamber of Deputies and
Senate elections oversees different aspects of the election campaign, such as:
• the limits of campaign expenditures related to single candidates and political
parties;
• the reporting and publicity of campaign expenditures;
• the fundraising activity and purchase of campaigning material and services during
campaign period.
This law describes the expenditure ceilings for both single candidates and political
parties or coalitions. Each candidate and party cannot exceed a specific amount of
expenses for its campaign.
Expenses, funds/contribution and services received by candidates during the campaign
have to be reported within a defined period of time to the regional elections committee
(Court of Appeal). Expenses include different costs bore for political campaigning as a
whole but the reporting system does not include a section for expenditures in digital
campaigning. The report of candidates’ expenses and contribution has to be presented
by the actors in charge of campaign fundraising (mandatario) and signed by the
candidate. Accounting reports are available to the public, at the Regional Committee
Office, for 120 day. After auditing procedures, the Committee approves the final reports.
Political parties campaign expenses and funding have to be reported as well, within a
defined period of time, from their representative. The report is forwarded to the Corte
dei Conti, which establishes a special committee in order to audit parties’ expenses and
financial contributions. The report related to the control carried out by the Committee is
available to the public on the Corte dei Conti website.
Candidates carrying out fundraising campaign and receiving services or not monetary
contributions, have to appoint a single person in charge of these activities. According to
the law, specific actors appointed by the party or the candidate (e.g. an administrative
propaganda manager, a candidate’s delegate or the candidate himself) are in charge of
purchasing campaign material and services
Laws prescribing reporting and publicity of campaign expenses, as described previously,
regulate spending and funding transparency. According to the law, political parties have
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to report and publish on their website every donation received and the approved
budget.
In term of transparency, on-line platforms such as Facebook and Google currently share
the amount of money spent by each advertiser and include the name of the sponsor in
the ads.
As underlined previously, the information provided by Google does not always allow us
to match the funding entity with political actors (e.g. the candidate).
Concerning Twitter repository, no information pertaining to spending or funding entity/
sponsor is available.
In Italy, the gap between policies referring to on-line political campaigning and off-line
political campaigning, is quite wide. In fact, on-line political campaigning falls solely
under self-regulation while off-line campaigning is regulated by the law. On one hand,
political communication run through national broadcasting services follows detailed
prescriptions (format, content etc.) on the other, these binding directions are absent on
digital platforms, thus leaving digital political communication unregulated. The national
authority (AGCOM) monitoring political communication during election campaigns on
broadcasting services, has been promoting the adoption of the core principles of
existing political campaign regulation for digital platforms, through self-regulatory
guidelines. Nevertheless, state laws, and related enforcement, regulating the digital
domain are missing.
In Italy, the law regulating political communication during electoral campaigns is the L.
28/2000. It refers to broadcasting services and press. Its aim is to ensure a fair access to
national media to all political parties. The law describes the type of political content that
broadcasting services and newspaper can share during the campaign period (during the
30 days foregoing the vote).
The political campaign through broadcasting services can include:
• political communication;
• political messages organized by the party’s representatives.
Political communication is defined as the broadcasting of programs related to political
opinions. During the campaign period political communication has to be presented in
form of debate, roundtable and, more broadly, according to a format that promotes the
discussion and debate between candidates and the presentation of different political
agendas. The presence of political actors in political communication programmes is
regulated by AGCOM and by a parliamentary committee.
Political parties’ representatives may also diffuse political messages. These messages
contain information related to political agenda or political opinion and can last from 1 to
3 minutes (Tv messages) or from 30 to 90 seconds (radio messages). The message has to
display the name of the sponsor. National broadcasting services can diffuse only free
political messages. Local channels can offer paid broadcasting space for political
messages but only under specific circumstances. During political campaign period these
messages are broadcasted according to specific prescriptions issued by AGCOM and
the Parliamentary Committee (frequency, air time etc.).
Newspaper and journals, during election campaign, can issue exclusively the following
type of messages:
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• advertising of political debate, conferences, political events;
• presentation of political programs;
• candidates’ comparison.
In addition, the Italian law forbids the dissemination of polls regarding electoral results
and voters’ opinion during the 15 days foregoing the election day. One day before the
vote, every kind of political campaign is forbidden (electoral blackout).
The law also states that national and local broadcasters, as well as publishers, have to
report the political communication services (programs) and political messages
broadcasted during the campaign. Furthermore, this report has to include the name of
the actors involved, if they sold or ensured free spaces for political messages, the name
of those who paid and eventual earnings from broadcasting services.
In 2018, in light of the political upcoming elections in March 2018, the AGCOM Technical
Committee for information fairness and pluralism on on-line platforms (Tavolo Tecnico per
la garanzia del pluralismo e della correttezza dell’informazione sulle piattaforme digitali)
promoted a self-regulatory document32, in order to ensure the implementation of the key
points of Law 28/2000 by digital platforms. The key principles of law 28/2000 extended
to on-line platforms through these guidelines were:
• fair access to online platforms for all political actors;
• transparency of political advertising;
• illegal content and content that cannot be shared during political campaign
(polls);
• institutional communication;
• electoral blackout;
• recommendation on fact-checking.
Moving forward on this matter, this Committe issued, on the 28 march 2019, the first
resolution including a paragraph dedicated to on-line platform and social network (Title
VI)33. The paragraph states that on-line platforms, should adopt strategies based on selfregulatory initiatives in order to ensure fair access to political parties, accuracy and
transparency of news and political messages. Finally, the Authority clearly states that online platforms abide to specific content rules such as the forbidding of votes and
opinions polls.
Even though the Italian policy framework includes specific elements related to political
communication on on-line platforms, efforts include only self-regulatory initiatives. It is
not mentioned, for example, an external monitoring system by the Authority or other
commissions or the use of sanctions referring to political communication on-line.
It appears to be a mismatch between on-line and off-line political communication since
the latter is highly regulated in terms of prescribed content, format and monitoring
mechanisms.
As underlined by experts interviewed, on-line reality is not regulated and controls and
limits are not enforced by external governmental actors. Furthermore, on-line platforms
32

Guidelines - 2018 general elections
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appear not to be bound by report obligations prescribed for broadcasting services and
publishers.
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Section 5 Reform debate
The use of on-line platforms for political campaigning is a topic of shared interest among
civil society and governmental organizations in Italy. This section presents an overview of
the debate in the Italian context. This section refers to two main actors involved in the
digital political advertising debate. In addition, it includes a list of actors from civil
society, some of whom involved in the research interviews, who cover the wider topic of
digital political campaigning. The section also includes the advertisers’ viewpoint, i.e.
political actors’ opinion on this topic.

Institutional and civil society’s actors
The Italian Communications Regulatory Authority (AGCOM) is the institutional actor
dealing with digital political campaigning and advertising in Italy.
The Authority, through its Technical Committee, called attention to the issue of digital
political campaigning. In this regard, as mentioned in section 3.1, the Committee issued
specific prescriptions for 2018 political elections and 2019 European elections in order
to ensure pluralism and fairness of political information on digital platforms. Namely, the
Authority urged on-line platforms to clearly label political sponsored ads as “electoral
message” and to disclaim the identity of the political actor who sponsored the message.
It is not reported by the Authority how the implementation of these self-regulatory
guidelines is monitored and assessed.
On the side of societal actors, it is worth mentioning the research centre Openpolis. This
organisation compiles and analyses data from different sources in order to monitor social
and political phenomena and to share informed and data-based content. Pertaining to
the topic of digital political advertising, the organization started its platforms monitoring
procedures during the period foregoing the 2019 European election. Openpolis analysts
already pointed out the limits of the transparency tools made available by Facebook,
Google and Twitter and underlined the lack of regulation for digital political advertising
in Italy. In this regard, the Openpolis interviewee has underlined that efforts and
strategies put in place by on-line platforms following European Commission’s requests
are based on the self-regulatory principle. According to interviewees, this aspect
weakens the potential transparency of platforms’ tools. As long as Facebook, Google and
Twitter are entitled to choose which information to share, to what extent and how,
transparency will be limited. As it appears clear, platforms transparency tools share
different information and data. The research community struggles to build
comprehensive analysis due to the lack of information and cannot draw accurate
comparison between information collected through these transparency tools.
Since the Italian political elections in 2018, Openpolis has carried out monitoring
activities with the tool called PAC-Political Ad Collector, developed by the non-profit
newsroom Propubblica. The Political Ad Collector is a web browser extension that copies
the ads users see on Facebook, so that anyone, irrespective of the political spectrum, can
see them in a public database34. Openpolis developed a website storing the Italian ads
collected though this extension. Openpolis analysts shared main findings related to
34

PAC-Political Ad Collector
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digital political advertising during the 2018 political elections, by elaborating data
collected from the PAC tool 35. Findings include:
• Demographic targeting information. Political ads sponsored on Facebook targeted
mainly population over 18 years old (77%). Only Matteo Salvini’s posts were also
targeting minors (aged 13 and above).
• Behavioural targeting. Interests targeted (“like”) were based mainly on specific
topics (e.g. political topics), political parties, celebrities such as writers or singers.
In Italy, the issue of digital political advertising is part of a wider debate related to digital
political communication. The debate covers different issues such as microtargeting,
transparency, quality of data, disinformation and fake-news.
The following table presents a list of civil society actors (some of them involved in Virtual
Insanity interviews) involved in the debate. Furthermore, the table outlines the debate,
tools/actions and recommendation (if present) promoted by these actors.
Table 4. Actors from civil society participating to the debate on digital political
communication
Actors
Activist

Debate

Tools/actions

• Digital Political advertising is Tool developed:
only a small part of Facebook Facebook.Tracking.Expos
content, which mainly contains ed
organic, viral content; there is
the need to address the topic

Recommendations
• Need
for
actual
transparency on how
Facebook algorithms work,
in order to raise users
‘awareness.

of political communication and
public opinion influence, not
only related to paid political
ads. Each Facebook user does
not see and access the same

Avaaz global
activists’ community

content as others.
• T h e a i m o f A v a a z ’ s Action implemented:
disinformation project is to F a c e b o o k
pages

• Urges Facebook to keep on
the investigation on the

i n v e s t i g a t e a n d a n a l y s e investigation that led to
disinformation on social media the shutdown of 23 Italian
and the networks behind it.
Facebook pages with over

pages not yet taken down,
included in Avaaz
investigation (based on

2.46 million followers that
w e re s p rea d i n g f a l s e

evidence collected by
Avaaz).

information and divisive
anti-migration, antivaccine and anti-Semitic

• Enforce Facebook policy to
reduce the reach of
disinformation spreading

content ahead of EU
elections. Among these

by groups and pages still
active.

pages there were over a
dozen that supported the
North League or 5 Star

• Implement Correct the
Record and notify people
reached by fake-news and

Movement parties.
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Actors
Broader Research
community (social
researchers, policy
analysts,
programmers)

Debate

Tools/actions

• There is a lack of data quality; Tools used: Facebook API,
low detailed data.Significant Fun page Karma, AdWatch

Recommendations
• Grant access to microdata
• Grant access to targeting

information missing (e.g.
targeting information)

data (not only demographic
and geographic targeting)

• Divergence between
information shared by
different platforms

• A governmental actor
should clearly state which
information to provide, to

• Absence of on-line political
communication regulation

what extent and how for all
the platforms

• The Italian legal framework
includes detailed prescription
on political communication for

• Facebook could have an
external political repository
rather than paid political

traditional media and press,
not followed by digital

advertising on users’ feed.

platforms

Openpolis policy
analysts/researcher

Use of political advertising on Tool used: Politica Ad
social media, insights on the use Collector
of political advertising in Italy,
lack of regulations

• Grant access to additional
information (not only
demographic and
geographic targeting)
• Revise the self-regulatory
nature of policies
• Italian law on political
campaigning that
prescribes clear rules on
political communication
during elections and
related controls/monitoring
and sanctions should be
extended also to digital
platforms
• Law compliance should be
ensured by governmental
external actors (through
accurate
legal

Pagella Politica;
Italian fact-checking
project

• Existing Fake-news issue in • Actions implemented:
Italy. Disinformation lies mainly
thanks to a Facebook

prescriptions, monitoring
and sanctions)
• More emphasis on the
content of the posts rather

within closed networks, rather
than national press or news FB

partnership, the project
accesses FB community

than virality. Currently the
performance (reactions) of

pages. Fake-news in Italy cover
mainly stories related to
political figures and social

feedbacks. Experts
re v i e w t h e re p o r t e d
content for fact-checking.

posts promotes its
dissemination on the
platform. This mechanism

issues such as immigrations
and animal abuse.

In case of fake news, the
project journalists

enables the distribution of
sensational but distorted or

publish an article
debunking the false
story; the article is

false content.
• Platform should move
towards a content review or

presented along with the
fake-news post shared on

supervision; promoting
mechanisms that allow

FB. The post visibility is
reduced by Facebook.
• The project also monitors
the performance of posts
on social network (tools:
Crowdtangle, Buzzsumo)
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content assessment.

We highlight here those aspects that need to be the starting point for debating future
actions promoting greater transparency in digital political advertising:
• Despite the extensive use of digital platforms and users’ personal data, digital
political communication is not properly regulated.
• Some interviewees noticed that the recent self-regulatory initiatives introduced in
Italy were more intended to safeguard the tech companies then the users.
Therefore, there is still room for improvement. The regulatory and transparency
debate is targeting mainly the parties; however, the social media political
communication is often promoted by non-institutional channels, such as Facebook
pages run by political sympathizers, candidates, or other people. These pages
apparently are not related to politics or social issues.
• Self-regulatory measure fails on properly regulating digital political campaigns
and ensuring transparency.
• Transparency of digital platform related to political advertising is limited;
information and data are missing or inaccurate.
As outlined in the previous table, actors involved in the debate draw attention to
different pitfalls related to political advertising on digital platforms. Recommendations
stemming from cited shortcomings can be summarized as follows:
• Revise the self-regulatory measures. Regulation of digital political advertising
should be ensured by a governmental actor according to a binding legal
framework. Furthermore, existing laws regulating campaigning financial and
political transparency should be extended to digital platforms.
• Foresee monitoring mechanisms assessing law compliance for digital platforms
and sanctions.
• Grant access to information and data related to targeting activity carried out on
the platforms.

Political actors
Virtual Insanity interviews reached only political actors at regional and local level. No
national parties’ representatives have been available for interviews.
Concerning digital campaigning, the interviewees underlined that a campaign includes
both an on-line and an off-line dimension. According to them, the impact of a face-toface dialogue and live debate is higher than a Facebook post. Thus, interviewed
politicians underlined that political gathering still gives a sense of belonging that is less
vivid on social media interactions. However, digital campaigning makes up a significant
part of a regional or local campaign. On-line political communication is faster both for
those who implement the communication and for the recipients. Moreover, digital
campaigning is way less expensive than off-line communication.
Interviewees reported that sponsored political advertising is carried out from national
branches of the parties or from single candidates. Regional and local digital
communication is run only through “organic” social media posts.
Politicians acknowledge the lack of regulation on social media regarding political
communication. The critical elements stressed by interviewed politicians are:
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• The wide spread of slanted information on digital platforms;
• The decision of political actors not to abide to electoral blackout rule. Political
communication, prior to election day, was still present on institutional actors’
Facebook pages.
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Conclusions
This report has analysed the degree of transparency of the political ads sponsored
during the European election campaign of May 2019. The analysis has taken into
consideration the tools and information on several aspects made available by the
signatories of the 2018 Code of Practice on Disinformation, namely Facebook, Google,
and Twitter. A review of the regulation on offline and online political campaigns, several
interviews and events for debating on the strengths and weaknesses of the system have
completed the analysis. It is worth mentioning that the report does not include the views
of two of the signatories of the Code (i.e. Facebook and Twitter), as they have not been
available for an interview.
The main conclusions are the following.
Potentials and limits of transparency tools
The analysis highlights which information can be retrieved from the transparency tools,
namely the Facebook Ad Library, the Google Transparency Report, and the Twitter
Transparency Center. The analysis also underlines the aspects that remain unknown or
only partially accessible.
More specifically, Twitter provides no information regarding digital political advertising in
Italy during the EU election period of May 2019. Even though this platform implemented
transparency policies and tools, as Facebook and Google did, these measures are poorly
accessible in Italy. A starting drawback is the fact that policies and tools are not translated
in Italian and this can be a barrier for a non-English speaker. However, it appears that no
political actor was certified as an advertiser during the EU election period.
Facebook and Google ensure a greater level of transparency compared to Twitter. Both
Facebook and Google collected political ads run in Italy during the EU election, starting
from March 2019. The two tech companies collected these ads in public repositories and
included the name of the actor who paid the ad. The presence of the advertiser’s name
on the individual ad still does not ensure a good level of transparency. Both Facebook
and Google do not provide useful details on the sponsor, such as the website, the e-mail
or the phone number. In addition, on Google the advertiser’s identity may correspond to
the actor who run the campaign (such as, the advertising agency) and not to the political
actor, making it more difficult for users to have a thorough understanding of who
promotes the political advertising.
Both Facebook and Google make archives collecting political ads run in Italy available to
the public. Available information refers to the amount spent for the advertiser and for the
individual ad and to the impressions generated by individual ads. Information available
on the two platform can be downloaded in CSV files where the public can retrieve mainly
summary information. Facebook shares also demographic and geographic distribution
by single ads, while Google provides advertising campaigns’ demographic and
geographic targeting criteria, if optioned by the advertiser.
Information still lacking on both platforms includes the impressions by advertiser,
targeting information related to users’ behaviour and preferences or other criteria, the
device distribution and ad performance beyond impression (e.g. post interactions).
In Italy, only Google and Facebook transparency tools allow us to build a partial image of
digital political advertising during the European election.
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Focusing on five main parties, data downloaded from the repositories show that in Italy
digital total expenditures for political advertising exceed 500.000 euro, an amount
relatively small if compared to the overall expenditure of the parties. All of the five parties
taken into consideration invested in political advertising on Facebook, while just three
were running political ads on Google. As already said, no information for Italy is available
for Twitter.
The analysis of the features of digital ads in Italy is based on Google CSV files, as they
appear more detailed. During the 2019 EU campaign, Lega Salvini Premier, PD
(Democratic Party) and Fratelli d’Italia run digital ads on Google. Lega Salvini Premier run
mainly video ads, and published 38 ads; Fratelli d’Italia published mainly images (web
card as defined by the EEMC) and counted 260 ads during the EU elections; PD run
video but also a significant number of text ads (for its fundraising campaign) with a total
of 38 ads. The main topics of digital ads on Google included: Europe elections and other
issues, that is European elections linked with security, welfare, labour issues etc.; politics
(political events, call to vote etc.) and immigration. Many items presented no information
available. For PD party information not available was almost entirely linked to policy
violation; the ads were removed and no preview is available nor the motivation of the
violation.
Facebook downloadable files provide for different kind of data (aggregated data),
compared to the one shared by Google. In order to outline the characteristics of digital
political advertising in Italy, information was retrieved from sources, including news and
tools, developed or implemented by researchers and experts. The available information
shows that the five parties taken into consideration run 493 ads on Facebook during the
EU campaign. The party who reached the widest public was PD (Democratic Party) with
248 ads and 21.743.384 impressions, while the second one was Matteo Salvini’s party
with 58 ads and 13.359.983 impressions. Lega Salvini Premier was the party who
targeted the audience aged between 13 and 17, as well as groups aged over 18.
The interviews and Virtual Insanity debate sessions in Italy highlight the following limits of
transparency tools:
• Absence of high granularity data;
• Inconsistency of variables and tools available on the different platforms;
• Absence of critical targeting information.
Classification of political and issue-based advertising
All the three platforms implemented authentication procedures in order to identify
advertisers, who run political ads, developed labelling mechanisms for political
advertising, and provided public archives where political and issue-based ads are
collected. Furthermore, the platforms include features aiming at raising users’ awareness
on targeting activities such as the “why am I seeing this Ad” features.
The pitfalls related to the labelling mechanism are strictly linked to the complexity of the
ads’ classification as political or issue-based advertising. The three companies provide
examples of ads that can be classified as political or issue-based. Both Facebook and
Twitter provide examples of issue-based ads, while Google does not operate a
distinction between political and issue-based. The identification of what is political and
what is not is relevant in Italy, where the law forbids the dissemination of paid political
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messages during elections campaign on national broadcasting services. The regulation
of the online advertising is still lacking.
The topic of political advertising definition was brought up during the Virtual Insanity
national policy dialogue event held in Rome the 5th of November. In relation to the recent
Twitter decision of banning political advertising from its platform, participants raised their
concern over political advertising definition. The problem is how to distinguish neatly
political and non-political advertising. For example, advertising an event/conference that
may be linked to political issues could be considered political advertising or a ‘merely’
cultural event and thus be sponsored during electoral campaigns.
Moreover, the monitoring of the implementation of the Code of Practice carried out by
ERGA underlines the presence of false positive and false negative ads on Facebook and
Twitter pinpointing the limit of the labelling mechanism put in place by the platforms.
Weaknesses and discrepancies in self-regulation for platforms
Concerning the responsiveness of tech companies to inputs from civil society, different
activists and researchers involved in interviews and debates detected a low level of
implementation of effective transparency measures by tech companies. These actors
claim that the platforms put little effort on tools that can safeguard users and political
processes. In Italy, the interest in promoting a clearer and regulated space for digital
advertising is mainly promoted by civil society actors, and by the public administration
(e.g. AGCOM). On the contrary, both the tech companies and the Italian politicians/
parties seem little interested in modifying the set of rules on digital campaigns.
The most involved actors in the research, underlined the weaknesses of the regulation
between the on-line and off-line dimension of political campaigning:
• The regulatory mismatch between on-line political communication and off-line
political communication (for example in relation to prohibited contents and
electoral silence);
• The weakness of self-regulatory measures that struggle to ensure actual
transparency on digital platforms;
• The low level of transparency of on-line expenditures (not explicitly described in
dedicated account reports or in the parties’ annual budget) and the absence of a
regulation regarding the electoral services’ purchases.
During the debates linked to the Virtual Insanity project, participants underlined the
difficulty generated by unregulated on-line political advertising on party’s financial
accountability. That is because anyone can sponsor political ads from recognised
political actors to para-political entities or private citizens. In an unregulated context, it is
almost impossible to properly reconduct political ads to political actors and to be able to
follow “sponsoring channels”.
Furthermore, regulatory aspect refers also to the political content. Some of the actors
involved in the research, underlined the importance of content moderation in order to
tackle disinformation. Disinformation in Italy lies mainly within closed networks, which
share organic posts. However, the Facebook recent updates on digital advertising policy
and fact-checking raised concerns over this issue. Safeguarding users from harmful
content (e.g. fake news, hate speech etc.) does not necessarily mean direct control over
content and limitation of freedom of speech. Procedures of examination and evaluation
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of the mechanisms used by the online platforms could also be implemented, as the
Italian Authority on communication has recently pointed out in a public conference.
What should we focus on…
The national policy dialogue held in Rome the 5th of November paid attention to pivotal
aspects that policy debate should focus on, in order to promote greater digital
transparency and protect users in relation to political but also commercial advertising:
• Political parties’ financial transparency;
• Targeting transparency;
• Data protection;
• Citizens’ awareness and digital literacy.
Political parties’ financial transparency. In Italy, in 2013, a national decree (The D.L
149/2013) was approved, abolishing public funding and reimbursement of electoral
expenses for political activity and regulating private donations. Therefore, political
parties are financed by private funding. Actors involved in the debate outlined the
opacity of the current financial reporting system and the difficulties of mapping financial
support, coming from private citizens or from foundations and think tanks backing
political parties. The idea of financial networks and sources is even less clear in the online domain, where advertising is not regulated. It is also worth noticing that, at the
moment, digital platforms, such as Facebook and Google, are the only actors which
actually detain information on political advertising expenditures. Therefore, more
detailed regulation over financing sources and activities should involve both off-line and
on-line campaigns.
Targeting transparency. This issue is considered particularly important, as the low level of
transparency over micro-targeting activity can ease discriminatory advertising practices,
not only in relation to political content, but also with regards to commercial content. The
actors involved in Virtual Insanity consider that every information used to build a target
audience (sex, education, interests, nationality etc.) should be public, in order to ease
transparency and detect/prevent advertising that unlawfully excludes specific groups.
Data protection. Advertising should take place within a defined and transparent
framework of personal data protection. Collection, purpose, retention and transfer of
data should be done according to regulation, clearly and thoroughly shared with users.
Citizens’ awareness and digital literacy. An opinion shared by participants is the lack of
awareness concerning data use among citizens. Use and retention of personal data
pertains to policy and legislation that may appear not clear to users, who tend to lightly
share their information. Institutions and platforms should build and disseminate a clear
image of personal data use and the consequences of its sharing. The Italian Data
Protection Authority underlines that awareness should be linked to personal data as an
economic good that individuals decide to share or not and to what extent. In fact,
personal data sharing contributes not only to micro-targeting activity, which favours
companies, but also to building ideal profiles. Furthermore, data retention and transfer
may have consequences in the long run, stressing the importance of users’ awareness of
personal information. A greater effort should be put into raising users’ awareness in
order to develop a more informed and alert behaviour over personal data sharing.
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Annex A Interviews
Table 5 List of people interviewed
Company

Title

Interviewee
Irene Proto

/

Political communication
consultant
Researcher

Fondazione Openpolis

Policy analist

Daniele De Bernardin

Google

Public Policy Manager

Diego Ciulli

Hermes Center

Member

Riccardo Coluccini

Hermes Center

Claudio Agosti

Pagella Politica

Founding Member, VicePresident
Director

PD (Lombardy Region)

Communication officer

Edoardo Pivanti

PD (Lombardy Region)

Luca Paris

Riparte il Futuro

Politician, expert of
communication
Policy Officer

Università La Sapienza di Roma

Researcher

Melissa Mongiardo

Università RomaTre

Professor

Edoardo Novelli

/
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Giulia Borsetto

Giovanni Zagni

Salvatore Papa

Annex B Virtual Insanity events
Among different activities, the project Virtual Insanity comprised two national events that
took place in Italy during the month of October and November. Some of the elements
included in the Conclusion of this report have been brought up during these two events.
Table 6 List of participants, peer review workshop Oct. 15th 2019, Milan
Company

Title

Participant

Senior Researcher

Erica Melloni

Senior Researcher

Cristina Vasilescu

sociale
IRS – istituto per la ricerca

Junior Researcher

Gaia Giombelli

sociale
Pagella Politica

Director

Giovanni Zagni

Riparte il Futuro

Policy officer

Salvatore Papa

IRS – istituto per la ricerca
sociale
IRS – istituto per la ricerca

Table 7 List of participants, national dialogue event Nov. 5th 2019, Rome
Company

Participant

/

Federico Amadei

/

Martina Todaro

/

Nicola Di Vincenzo

/

Valeria Vitiello

ALDA

Elisabetta Uroni

IRS – istituto per la ricercar sociale

Erica Melloni

IRS – istituto per la ricercar sociale

Gaia Giombelli

Ministry of Economy and Finance

Lucia Brilli

Ministry of Economy and Finance

Elena Alfano

Movimento Europeo Italia

Stefano Milia

Openpolis

Vincenzo Smaldore

Riparte il futuro

Salvatore Papa

Università La Sapienza Roma

Melissa Mongiardo

Università Roma Tre

Edoardo Novelli
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